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Abstract
We describe a novel iterative strategy for Kohn-Sham density functional theory
calculations aimed at large systems (> 1000 electrons), applicable to metals and in-
sulators alike. In lieu of explicit diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian on
every self-consistent field (SCF) iteration, we employ a two-level Chebyshev polyno-
mial filter based complementary subspace strategy to: 1) compute a set of vectors that
span the occupied subspace of the Hamiltonian; 2) reduce subspace diagonalization to
just partially occupied states; and 3) obtain those states in an efficient, scalable man-
ner via an inner Chebyshev-filter iteration. By reducing the necessary computation to
just partially occupied states, and obtaining these through an inner Chebyshev iter-
ation, our approach reduces the cost of large metallic calculations significantly, while
eliminating subspace diagonalization for insulating systems altogether. We describe
the implementation of the method within the framework of the Discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) electronic structure method and show that this results in a computational scheme
that can effectively tackle bulk and nano systems containing tens of thousands of elec-
trons, with chemical accuracy, within a few minutes or less of wall clock time per SCF
iteration on large-scale computing platforms. We anticipate that our method will be
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instrumental in pushing the envelope of large-scale ab initio molecular dynamics. As
a demonstration of this, we simulate a bulk silicon system containing 8, 000 atoms at
finite temperature, and obtain an average SCF step wall time of 51 seconds on 34, 560
processors; thus allowing us to carry out 1.0 ps of ab initio molecular dynamics in
approximately 28 hours (of wall time).
1 Introduction
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT)1,2 is among the most widely used ap-
proaches in the computational chemistry, condensed matter, and materials research commu-
nities. Over the years, KS-DFT has provided unparalleled insights and robust predictions for
the gamut of materials properties3–5, as a result of which, much research has been devoted
to enable calculations of ever larger and more complex systems6–10.
Conventionally, the Kohn-Sham equations are solved self-consistently, wherein the lin-
ear eigenvalue problem arising from discretization in a chosen basis is solved on each self-
consistent field (SCF) iteration until a fixed point is reached in the electronic density or
potential; whereupon energies, forces, and other quantities of interest are computed.2 Solu-
tion of this eigenvalue problem via direct or iterative diagonalization methods scales cubically
with the number of electronic states in the system (and hence, also cubically with the num-
ber of atoms). The computational cost of this procedure can become prohibitive, however,
as the system size grows beyond a few thousand electronic states. This has led to the devel-
opment of computational techniques which scale more favorably with respect to the number
of electronic states in the system, by avoiding explicit diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham
Hamiltonian.11–18 However, these work best on insulating systems with substantial band
gaps18,19, metallic systems with low dimension (such as in the case of the pole expansion
and selected inversion (PEXSI) method)20,21, or systems at high electronic temperature.16,17
Consequently, while impressive large-scale Kohn-Sham calculations of various insulating sys-
tems have been demonstrated by several groups6–8,22, large-scale, well converged, chemically
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accurate calculations of realistic semiconducting or metallic systems have appeared only
rarely16,18,19,23. Many of the aforementioned methods rely on the nearsightedness principle24
for obtaining the electron density from the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in an efficient manner.
This presents practical issues while dealing with bulk metallic systems at moderate electronic
temperatures (up to a few thousand Kelvins). The relatively slow decay of the density ma-
trix associated with such systems (even for the case of simple metals like aluminum) often
results in a computational method having a favorable algorithmic scaling but relatively large
prefactor.25 In practical treatments of large bulk metallic systems containing several thou-
sands of atoms, this is likely to result in a larger computational wall time per SCF iteration
with the use of these methods1 than with the use of diagonalization based methods25.
In this work, we take a different approach to make Kohn-Sham calculations of large,
metallic systems more computationally feasible. Our approach is to revert to the use of (cu-
bically scaling) partial diagonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian via iterative methods,
but to ensure that the resulting computational strategy has a low prefactor (in the sense of
computational complexity estimates) and good parallel scaling efficiency. In practice, with
the use of a sufficiently large number of processors, this then enables larger systems sizes
and/or shorter simulation wall times than attainable heretofore.
With the aforementioned goal in mind, we have focused on two principal strategies for
achieving it. The first of these has been to ensure that we use a discretization scheme that
is highly efficient. Specifically, we utilize basis functions which can produce systematically
improvable, high quality numerical results while keeping the number of basis functions per
atom required for doing so, small. To this end, we employ so called Adaptive Local Basis
(ALB) functions26 that are generated on the fly on every SCF step during the course of Kohn-
Sham calculations. These basis functions are able to capture the local materials physics in
electronic structure calculations, and when used in conjunction with the interior penalty Dis-
continuous Galerkin (DG) formalism for the Kohn-Sham equations, they allow high quality
1Aggressive truncation of the density matrix entries can also lead to SCF iteration instabilities, further
slowing calculations with these methods16,25.
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energies and Hellman-Feynman forces to be computed with only a few tens of basis functions
per atom26–28. The DG approach for solving the Kohn-Sham equations using ALB functions
has been incorporated into a massively parallel software package, DGDFT20,29. The second
strategy has been to employ a well suited iterative diagonalization strategy for the discretized
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. To this end, we have made use of Chebyshev polynomial filtered
subspace iteration (CheFSI)28. For a number of reasons28, this technique works particularly
well within the framework of DGDFT — both in terms of computational wall times and
overall parallel scaling efficiency. We have recently demonstrated that the CheFSI technique
significantly outperforms existing alternatives in carrying out SCF iterations in DGDFT,
particularly in the context of large bulk systems28.
Our experiences with the DGDFT-CheFSI strategy have revealed that the principal com-
putational bottleneck in treating large, metallic systems occurs in the Rayleigh-Ritz process30
to obtain approximate eigenvalues and vectors in each SCF iteration. In the context of the
DGDFT-CheFSI methodology, this process is generally as follows28:
1. Compute a basis spanning the occupied subspace using a Chebyshev polynomial filter.
2. Orthonormalize the basis.
3. Project the DG Hamiltonian matrix onto the subspace.
4. Diagonalize the projected Hamiltonian to obtain Ritz values and projected vectors.
5. Rotate the basis according to projected vectors to obtain Ritz vectors.
The Ritz values and vectors so obtained then provide approximate eigenvalues and vectors
of the DG Hamiltonian in each SCF iteration of the Kohn-Sham solution. In the following,
we focus mainly on steps (4) and (5) of the process, which we shall refer to as subspace
diagonalization and subspace rotation, respectively. In the absence of fractionally occupied
states (i.e., for insulating systems), these steps can be avoided altogether (see Section 2.1.1)
and in that case, the computational bottleneck arises from the orthonormalization of the basis
that spans the occupied subspace. Indeed, due to their focus on insulating systems, a number
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of previous authors12,31–33 have focused on reducing or eliminating this orthonormalization
cost, instead of the cost associated with the aforementioned projected Hamiltonian eigenvalue
problem. For non-insulating (e.g., metallic and semiconducting) systems, however, fractional
occupation numbers have to be computed and the projected Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem
cannot be directly avoided.2 In this situation, detailed wall time studies (e.g., Section 3.2)
reveal that the most significant hindrance to pushing the computational efficiency of the
DGDFT-CheFSI approach lies in the subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation steps
of the Rayleigh-Ritz process. While the orthonormalization cost can become significant for
large problems, its contribution to the simulation wall time is less than that of the above
steps, and its parallel scalability is appreciably better. This provides the incentive to devise
a computational strategy that reduces or eliminates the computational cost incurred due to
the subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation steps in the DGDFT-CheFSI approach.
In this work, we formulate and implement a two-level Chebyshev polynomial filter based
complementary subspace strategy to address the above issues. In this methodology, only the
relatively few fractionally occupied states of the projected Hamiltonian, and not those fully
occupied or empty, are calculated, thus reducing the computational cost of the subspace
diagonalization and subspace rotation steps significantly. Moreover, exploiting the spectral
properties of the projected Hamiltonian, we employ CheFSI iterations to obtain the fraction-
ally occupied states, thereby yielding a highly efficient iterative scheme that uses Chebyshev
polynomial filtering on two levels. We refer to the resulting computational methodology as
2In principle, it is possible to employ techniques such as Fermi Operator Expansion11 (FOE) to arrive
at the projected density matrix, starting from the projected Hamiltonian, without going through the inter-
mediate step of computing the eigenstates of the projected Hamiltonian34. However, there are a number of
challenges in taking such an approach. The projected Hamiltonian is in general a dense matrix, especially
for metallic systems at moderate electronic temperatures25 (e.g., less than 3000 Kelvin). Furthermore, the
FOE technique requires a large number of matrix-matrix products to be computed34. Moreover, the method
becomes less efficient at lower (e.g., ambient) electronic temperatures due to the increased number of terms in
the expansion. Finally, an efficient application of the FOE technique requires a localization procedure to be
carried out, which can be computationally expensive34 and can also lead to SCF convergence issues35. Due
to these factors, application of the FOE technique is expected to be significantly more expensive than the
methodology developed in this work (based on computing only the topmost states of the projected Hamil-
tonian using iterative methods, and so involving only matrix-vector products). Indeed, for these reasons, it
is expected that such application of the FOE technique would be more expensive than direct computation
of the eigenstates of the projected Hamiltonian, and so we do not pursue this direction here.
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CS2CF, i.e., Complementary Subspace strategy with 2 levels of Chebyshev Filtering.
The idea of exploiting completeness to reduce subspace computations to just fractionally
occupied states was presented recently by Michaud-Rioux et al.36 in their partial Rayleigh-
Ritz method for large-scale Kohn-Sham calculations, as implemented in the RESCU Matlab
electronic structure code.3 The idea has also been exploited previously in particle-hole du-
ality formulations to accelerate density matrix computations in O(N) electronic structure
methods39–41. In the context of subspace diagonalization, in line with the key idea of ob-
taining a large subspace from its much smaller complement, we refer to the approach as the
Complementary Subspace (CS) strategy here.
Once the subspace computation has been reduced to just fractionally occupied states,
it is then crucial to obtain these as efficiently as possible. As we detail in Section 2.2.2, to
accomplish this, we exploit key characteristics of the subspace eigenvalue problem to obtain
the fractionally occupied states both efficiently and scalably via low-order CheFSI iterations.
This strategy is particularly well suited to large-scale parallel implementation and, as we
show, integrates particularly well within the framework of the massively parallel DGDFT
code. Consequently, it allows us to attack metallic systems containing tens of thousands
of electrons in a few minutes or less of wall time per SCF iteration. Finally, all results
reported here are computed to chemical accuracy (i.e., energy and force errors below 10−3
Ha/atom and 10−3 Ha/Bohr, respectively), as typical in production simulations. This has
allowed us to carry out accurate, energy-conserving ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
3There are significant differences, however, between the partial Rayleigh-Ritz method of Michaud-Rioux
et al.36 and the CS2CF approach presented here. Specifically, in their implementation of the partial Rayleigh-
Ritz method, the authors have employed direct diagonalization and/or the iterative LOBPCG method37 to
obtain the fractionally occupied states, neither of which appears to yield significant savings in the large-
scale parallel context. Furthermore, their formulation, as described, is limited to the calculation of energies
alone and implementation is limited to MATLAB38. In contrast, the use of an inner-level of CheFSI for
computing the fractionally occupied states turns out to be particularly well suited to large-scale parallel
implementation for a number of reasons (see Section 2.2.2) and increases the computational efficiency of the
procedure dramatically. Additionally, the CS2CF strategy integrates particularly well within the framework
of the massively parallel DGDFT code (see Section 2.3). Consequently, it allows us to attack metallic systems
containing tens of thousands of electrons in a few minutes or lesser of wall time per SCF step (See Section 3).
Finally, all the results reported here are done with full chemical accuracy (i.e., the discretization parameters
were chosen to result in well converged energies and forces), which enables us to carry out ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations of large scale non-insulating systems conveniently.
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of systems with many thousands of atoms in a few minutes per MD step. Without the use
of the CS2CF strategy, the advantages afforded by the ALB discretization, and the highly
efficient, massively parallel DGDFT code, this would not be possible.
It is important to note that the utility of the complementary subspace strategy (and in
particular, the CS2CF methodology) is not restricted to the DGDFT code. Any other Kohn-
Sham code can benefit from this methodology as well, although as mentioned above (also see
Section 2.3) the CS2CF strategy integrates well and performs particularly efficiently within
DGDFT. Overall, we view this work as the development of a Kohn-Sham equation solution
strategy that has been well tuned to minimize wall times in practical simulation scenarios of
large systems. In our view, it is an important step towards a robust and efficient methodology
for carrying out ab initio molecular dynamics of large metallic and semiconducting systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the the math-
ematical formulation of the complementary subspace strategy, efficient two-level Chebyshev
filter based solution, and large-scale parallel implementation in the context of the discon-
tinuous Galerkin electronic structure method. In Section 3, we present results for a range
of systems, from insulating to semiconducting to metallic, and comparisons with existing
methods. We conclude and comment on future research directions in Section 4.
2 Methodology
We describe the formulation of the complementary subspace strategy as well as its implemen-
tation within the adaptive local basis set based discontinuous Galerkin electronic structure
method (specifically, the DGDFT code20) in this section. For simplicity, we consider Γ-
point calculations of non-spin-polarized periodic systems, as is typical in large-scale ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations, although this assumption is not required in what follows.
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2.1 Formulation of complementary subspace strategy
2.1.1 Density matrix and projected density matrix
We consider a system with a discretized Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian matrix H of size Nb×Nb,
with Nb denoting the total number of (orthonormal) basis functions used for the discretiza-
tion. The Hamiltonian is a function of the real-space electron density ρ(x) from the dis-
cretized Hamiltonian that must be determined iteratively in a self-consistent field (SCF)
iteration.
The conventional procedure for achieving this is through the intermediate computation
of the (discretized) Kohn-Sham orbitals, i.e., the eigenvectors of H.2,42 Within the above
setting, each Kohn-Sham orbital is a Nb×1 sized real valued vector. For a system containing
Ne electrons (per unit cell), the lowest Ns eigenstates of H need to be computed in each
SCF step. For an insulator, each orbital is doubly occupied, and Ns can be taken as Ne/2.
In contrast, for a metallic system, it is customary to use Ns = Ne/2 +Nx, where Nx denotes
extra states that are used to accommodate fractional occupations.36,43,44 It usually suffices
to take Nx to be about 5− 10% of Ne/2 while dealing with electronic temperatures up to a
few thousand Kelvins. In this case, the occupation numbers associated with the states lying
beyond the lowest Ns can be conveniently set to 0 without compromising the accuracy of the
solution (ground-state energies and forces, for example) or aggravating SCF convergence.
The computation of the lowest Ns eigenvalues {i}Nsi=1 and the corresponding eigenvectors
{ψi}Nsi=1 ofH can be carried out through the use of direct or iterative eigensolvers. Subsequent
to the computation of the eigenstates, the occupation fractions {fi}Nsi=1 (with 0 ≤ fi ≤ 1)
can be computed from the Fermi-Dirac function45
fi = fF (i), with fF () =
1
1 + exp
(
−F
kB Θe
) , (1)
where Θe is the electronic temperature, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, and the Fermi
9
level F can be determined by solving the constraint equation
2
Ns∑
i=1
fi = Ne . (2)
The use of fractional occupation (also known as smearing)18,43,44 allows us to overcome
numerical difficulties associated with possible degeneracy of eigenstates near F .
Using the results from the above computations, the (discretized) density matrix (also
referred to as the Fermi matrix at finite electronic temperature) of the system can be calcu-
lated. This Nb ×Nb sized matrix is defined as
P = fF (H) , (3)
and using the fact that f(i) = 0 for i > Ns, it can be rewritten using the eigenvectors of H
as
P =
Ns∑
i=1
fi ψi ψ
T
i . (4)
Denoting the collection of the eigenvectors {ψi}Nsi=1 as the Nb×Ns matrix X, and the Ns×Ns
diagonal matrix of occupation numbers as F (i.e., Fi,i = fi for i = 1, . . . , Ns), a more compact
matrix form of the above expression (i.e., Eq. 4) is
P = X FXT . (5)
The matrix P contains all the information required for progressing with the SCF iterations
— in particular, if the basis functions used for the discretization are denoted as
{
ej(x)
}Nb
j=1
,
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then the real-space electron density can be expressed4 using the matrix entries of P as
ρ(x) = 2
Nb∑
j=1
Nb∑
j′=1
Pj,j′ ej(x) ej′(x) . (6)
In the process of computing the density matrix P , it is often simpler to compute an alternate
set of orthonormal vectors {φi}Nsi=1 that span the same subspace as the eigenvectors (i.e., the
occupied subspace). If the collection of these alternate vectors is expressed as an Nb × Ns
matrix Y , there must exist an orthogonal Ns×Ns matrix Q such that X = Y Q, and Eq. (5)
then takes the form
P = Y
(
QFQT
)
Y T . (7)
The Ns ×Ns matrix P˜ = QFQT will be referred to as the projected density matrix. Equa-
tion (7) indicates that the density matrix P may be computed using alternative vectors
{φi}Nsi=1 if the projected density matrix is available along with the vectors {φi}Nsi=1.
A straightforward way of computing such a set of alternate orthonormal vectors is through
the use of Chebyshev polynomial filtering followed by explicit orthonormalization.30 Specif-
ically, we may start with a Nb × Ns block of linearly independent vectors Y0, and apply
a Chebyshev polynomial filter matrix pm(H) to Y0. The filter polynomial pm(·) can be
specifically scaled and a sufficiently high filter order m can be chosen so that the eigen-
vectors {ψi}Nsi=1 are amplified in the resulting filtered vectors Y1 = pm(H)Y0.47–49 To avoid
linear dependencies, we may then orthonormalize the vector block Y1. The resulting set of
orthonormal vectors will (approximately) span the occupied subspace. This strategy has
been combined with subspace iteration techniques for use in various electronic structure
codes28,46–48,50–52 and it can successfully deal with metallic as well as insulating systems.
4Alternately, the eigenvectors can be expressed in real space as ψi(x) =
∑Nb
j=1 ψi,j ej(x), whereupon the
electron density can be obtained as ρ(x) = 2
∑Ns
i=1 fi
[
ψi(x)
]2. This approach is conventionally used, for
example, in planewave and other such codes46 employing global basis sets, but is not as suitable in the
context of localized basis sets28, as we employ here.
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We note that a special situation arises when the system in question is an insulator. In
this case, the matrix of occupation numbers F is the identity matrix, and so Eq. 7 reduces
to
P = Y Y T , (8)
as Q is an orthogonal matrix. Thus, for an insulating system, we only need a way of
computing a set of orthonormal vectors that span the occupied subspace in order to compute
the density matrix P . For a metallic system, additional work is needed to compute the
projected density matrix.
2.1.2 Direct computation of the projected density matrix
Considering the expression for the projected density matrix P˜ = QFQT , we see that the
evaluation of this expression requires the computation of the occupation numbers {fi =
fF (i)}Nsi=1 as well as the matrix Q. These quantities can be computed by carrying out
an eigenvalue decomposition of the projected Hamiltonian matrix, i.e., the Ns × Ns matrix
H˜ = Y T H Y . The occupation numbers can be computed using the eigenvalues of H˜ since
these are the same as the lowest Ns eigenvalues of H (i.e., {i}Nsi=1). Furthermore, the
eigenvectors of H˜ are the columns of the matrix Q.
To verify this, we first write down the eigendecomposition of H (for the lowest Ns states)
as H X = X Λ. Next, using X = Y Q, we get
H Y Q = Y QΛ . (9)
Premultiplying with Y T and using the orthonormality of the column vectors in Y , we get
(
Y T H Y
)
Q = H˜ Q = QΛ. (10)
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Additionally, the expressions P˜ = QFQT and H˜ = QΛQT allow us to interpret the pro-
jected density matrix in terms of the projected Hamiltonian matrix as P˜ = fF (H˜).
In the context of Krylov subspace projection methods,30,53 the steps involving the con-
struction of the projected Hamiltonian matrix, computation of its eigendecomposition, and
computation of (approximate) eigenvectors of H using the expression X = Y Q constitute
the Rayleigh-Ritz process, wherein the last step corresponds to subspace rotation. As the
system size grows, the dimension of the Hamiltonian Nb and number of states Ns grow as
well. Correspondingly, the eigendecomposition and subspace rotation steps begin to con-
sume more and more computation time, thus making it infeasible to directly compute the
projected density matrix as described above. Instead, a complementary subspace strategy
may be formulated to mitigate these issues, as we now describe.
2.1.3 Complementary subspace computation of the projected density matrix
In light of the above discussion, it appears that for a generic system (i.e., one with some
degree of fractional occupation), we require all the Ns eigenstates of H˜ to be computed
on every SCF iteration in order to progress with the SCF iterations. A crucial observation,
however, is that for electronic temperatures typically encountered in practice (e.g., Θe . 3000
Kelvin), a large majority of the occupation numbers {fi}Nsi=1 are equal to 1. We denote states
1 through N1 as those with occupation numbers equal to 1. The remaining states, from
N1 + 1 through Ns, have occupations numbers less than 1. Let Nt be the number of these
fractionally occupied states, i.e., Nt = Ns −N1. Denoting the eigenvectors of the projected
density matrix as {ψ˜i}Nsi=1 (the columns of the matrix Q), we may rewrite the expression for
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the projected density matrix as
P˜ =
Ns∑
i=1
fi ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i
=
N1∑
i=1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i
=
N1∑
i=1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i −
Ns∑
i=N1+1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i
=
Ns∑
i=1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i −
Ns∑
i=N1+1
ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi ψ˜i ψ˜
T
i (11)
= I˜ −
Ns∑
i=N1+1
(1− fi) ψ˜i ψ˜Ti . (12)
In Eq. 12 above, I˜ denotes the identity matrix of dimension Ns×Ns. That the first term of
Eq. 11 is the identity matrix follows from the fact that the vectors {ψ˜i}Nsi=1 are the eigenvectors
of H˜, a symmetric matrix, and so form a resolution of the identity.
The above expression suggests that if the Nt top eigenvectors ψ˜i and corresponding
occupation numbers fi are known, the projected density matrix P˜ may be computed. Thus,
instead of determining the full Ns×Ns set of vectors, we need to determine only an extremal
block of vectors (of dimension Ns ×Nt), corresponding to the states i = N1 + 1 to Ns.
To compute the corresponding occupation numbers, we rewrite the equation 2
Ns∑
i=1
fi = Ne
as
2
( N1∑
i=1
fi +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi
)
= Ne =⇒
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi = Ne/2−N1. (13)
The above algebraic equation may be solved for the Fermi level F and occupation numbers
{fi}Nsi=N1+1.
Once the projected density matrix P˜ has been obtained, the full (i.e., Nb × Nb) density
matrix can be obtained as P = Y P˜Y T . To simplify this further, let us denote by C˜F the
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Ns × Nt matrix consisting of the vectors {
√
1− fi ψ˜i}Nti=1 (i.e., each of the top eigenvectors
of H˜ scaled by the quantity
√
1− fi ). Then Eq.12 can be written in terms of C˜F as
P˜ = I˜ − C˜FC˜TF (14)
whereupon we obtain
P = Y P˜Y T = Y Y T − Y C˜F C˜TF Y T
= Y Y T − (Y C˜F)(Y C˜F)T . (15)
As we explain later, this expression is particularly easy to evaluate in a localized basis set.
In particular, within the DGDFT code, evaluation of the diagonal portions of the above
expression can be carried out in a manner that avoids interprocess communication. This is
sufficient for evaluating the real-space electron density and proceeding with SCF iterations.
Ground-state KS-DFT calculations also require computation of the band energy Eb =
Ns∑
i=1
fi i. Since only the fractionally occupied states are in the complementary subspace
scheme, we rewrite this as
Eb = 2
( Ns∑
i=1
fi i
)
= 2
( N1∑
i=1
fi i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi i
)
= 2
( N1∑
i=1
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi i
)
= 2
( Ns∑
i=1
i +
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi i −
Ns∑
i=N1+1
i
)
= 2
(
Tr(H˜)−
Ns∑
i=N1+1
(1− fi) i
)
. (16)
Thus, the trace of the projected Hamiltonian matrix, the top eigenvalues, and their corre-
sponding occupation numbers are sufficient to compute the band energy.
The electronic entropy can be obtained from just the fractionally occupied states as well.
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The electronic entropy is given by
S = −2kB
Ns∑
i=1
fi log fi + (1− fi) log (1− fi) . (17)
By inspection, we see that the contribution of a state i to the electronic entropy goes to zero
as the occupation number for that state fi goes to 0 or 1. Hence, within the complementary
subspace scheme, only the contribution of the fractionally occupied states is considered. This
allows the simplification of Eq. 17 to
S = −2kB
Ns∑
i=N1+1
fi log fi + (1− fi) log (1− fi) , (18)
which can be readily computed.
2.2 Computation of top states
We now discuss strategies for computing the Nt topmost occupied states of the projected
Hamiltonian matrix H˜. This is the key step in the CS2CF methodology. To the extent that
the top states of the projected Hamiltonian can be obtained more quickly than all states,
the methodology will outperform standard dense and sparse-direct solvers which obtain all
states.
To obtain the top states as efficiently as possible, we exploit two key properties of the
projected Hamiltonian. First, by construction (i.e., projection onto the occupied subspace)
the projected Hamiltonian has quite limited spectral width, with maximum eigenvalue lim-
ited to that of the highest occupied state. Second, since we seek only the top few (typically
≤ 10%) states, we have an extremal eigenvalue problem for a relatively small fraction of the
spectrum.
The above properties suggest that iterative solution methods stand to be efficient to
obtain the desired states. We explored two such approaches: (1) the LOBPCGmethod37,54,55,
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as employed in Ref.36, and (2) CheFSI.
2.2.1 Use of LOBPCG
We first implemented an unpreconditioned version of the LOBPCG method37,54,55. The top-
most Nt states of H˜ were obtained by computing the bottommost Nt states of −H˜. The
initial vectors for the LOBPCG iterations were obtained from the results of a direct diago-
nalization of H˜ (using LAPACK / ScaLAPACK) from a previous SCF step. Computation
of matrix-vector products was carried out directly by the use of dense linear algebra (BLAS)
routines.
Overall, this strategy works reasonably well in practice. When compared against results
from the direct diagonalization of H˜, a few iterations of LOBPCG are typically enough to
obtain the top eigenstates to desired accuracy at a fraction of the cost. However, as the
system size increases, so does the total number of states Ns and number of top states Nt.
Under these circumstances, the well known computational bottlenecks of the LOBPCG algo-
rithm associated with dense linear algebra operations begin to become apparent. Replacing
serial dense linear algebra operations in LOBPCG with the corresponding parallel versions
(i.e., PBLAS and ScaLAPACK routines56–58) did not significantly improve performance since
the computational bottlenecks of LOBPCG also suffer from scalability issues. We therefore
turned to a different strategy, as we describe below.
2.2.2 Use of CheFSI — two-level polynomial filtering strategy
To mitigate the aforementioned issues, we replaced the LOBPCG algorithm with Chebyshev
polynomial filtered subspace iteration (CheFSI). This turns the overall iterative strategy into
one that employs two levels of Chebyshev polynomial filtering on every SCF step. The first
(or outer) level allows the computation of a set of orthonormal vectors that (approximately)
span the occupied subspace of H. The second (or inner) level uses CheFSI to compute the
Nt topmost states of H˜, or equivalently, the Nt lowest states of −H˜.
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This turns out to be a much more effective strategy for a number of reasons. First, by
virtue of the limited spectral width of the projected Hamiltonian, a low-order polynomial
filter suffices for the inner CheFSI iterations. In fact, for all calculations reported here, we
found a filter order of 4 or lower to be sufficient. Secondly, as explained in previous work49,
depending on the initial guess provided, as well as the spectral width of the matrix, the
use of CheFSI to determine eigenstates of sufficient accuracy often requires the application
of multiple CheFSI cycles. These factors appear to work in our favor and we found that
5 or fewer CheFSI cycles were sufficient in all cases considered, provided that the starting
vectors for the inner CheFSI iteration were obtained using results from the previous SCF
step. Finally, a significant fraction of the time involved in the inner CheFSI iteration is spent
on evaluation of the Chebyshev polynomial filter pm˜(−H˜) as applied to an Ns×Nt block of
vectors. This operation is based on matrix-matrix multiplications (i.e., GEMM operations
in BLAS) and it parallelizes quite efficiently when PBLAS routines56 are used. Hence, the
scalability of the inner CheFSI operation turns out to be more favorable as compared to
LOBPCG.
It is worthwhile to discuss the computational complexity of the above procedure for
determining the top states of H˜. If an inner Chebyshev filter of order m˜ is employed,
the computational cost of applying the Chebyshev filter is O(m˜N2s Nt). The subsequent
orthonormalization and projection, diagonalization, and rotation steps associated with the
inner problem incur costs of O(NsN2t + N3t ), O(N3t ), and O(NsN2t ), respectively, leading
to an overall cost of O(m˜N2s Nt + NsN2t + N3t ) for each inner CheFSI cycle. This estimate
makes clear that it is advantageous to reduce Nt as much as possible in practical calculations
using the CS2CF strategy, as long as this reduction does not adversely affect the accuracy
or convergence of the calculation. As described later, this can be done in some cases based
on numerical arguments (e.g., there is no need to account for fractionally occupied states
which do not affect energies and forces appreciably) or physical ones (certain systems might
be expected to have only a few fractionally occupied states, based on symmetry arguments,
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for example).
If m˜ is small (as in practical calculations), the above estimate appears to be of lower
complexity than the O(N3s ) cost associated with the direct diagonalization of the projected
Hamiltonian matrix. However, noting that Nt is a small fraction of Ns (typically less than
10%), we see that the asymptotic complexity associated with the inner CheFSI procedure is
the same as that of direct diagonalization of H˜ (i.e., O(N3s )) but with a lower prefactor. As we
show in Section 3, this lower prefactor does indeed result in significantly lower computational
wall times when the inner CheFSI technique is used in lieu of explicit diagonalization of H˜.
2.3 Implementation
Eq. 15 suggests that for the success of the complementary subspace strategy, it is essential
to be able to compute the full density matrix P in an efficient manner once the vector blocks
Y and CF are available. As described above, in the two-level CheFSI scheme, the outer
Chebyshev polynomial filtering iterations allow us to compute the vector block Y (using H)
while the inner CheFSI iterations allow us to compute the vector block CF (using H˜). Using
these computed quantities, evaluating Eq. 15 naively would incur a computational cost of
O(N2bNs + NbNsNt + N
2
bNt). However, if the basis set used for the discretization is strictly
localized, the computation of certain entries of the density matrix P can be avoided during
the SCF iterations, thus resulting in significant reductions in computational cost. Specifically,
according to Eq. 6, if the basis functions ej(x) and ej′(x) have nonoverlapping support, then
it is redundant to compute the density matrix entry Pj,j′ since this term does not contribute
to the real-space electron density. With this observation and a few additional factors (as
detailed below) in mind, we have implemented the two-level CheFSI based complementary
subspace strategy within the framework of the discontinuuos Galerkin electronic structure
method (specifically, the DGDFT code), as we now describe.
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2.3.1 Background on discontinuous Galerkin electronic structure method and
DGDFT code
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) electronic structure method employs an adaptive local ba-
sis (ALB) set to solve the equations of KS-DFT in a discontinuous Galerkin framework.26,27
The methodology has been implemented in the Discontinuous Galerkin Density Functional
Theory (DGDFT) code for large-scale parallel electronic structure calculations.20,28 The
DGDFT approach to solving the KS-DFT equations involves partitioning the global simu-
lation domain into a set of subdomains (or elements). The Kohn-Sham equations are then
solved locally in and around each element. These local calculations are used to generate the
ALBs (in each element) and the Kohn-Sham equations in the global simulation domain are
then discretized using them. The ALBs form a discontinuous basis set globally with discon-
tinuities occurring at the element boundaries. Subsequent to the generation of the ALBs,
the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin approach59 is used for constructing the Hamilto-
nian matrix. This formulation ensures that the global continuity of the relevant Kohn-Sham
eigenstates and related quantities such as the electron density is sufficiently maintained.
As the number of ALBs is increased, the solution obtained by the above procedure con-
verges systematically to the infinite basis set limit. Since the ALBs incorporate local ma-
terials physics into the basis, an efficient discretization of the Kohn-Sham equations can be
obtained in which chemical accuracy in total energies and forces can be attained with a few
tens of basis functions per atom.26,27 Additionally, the rigorous mathematical foundations of
the discontinuous Galerkin method allow the errors in the above approach to be systemati-
cally gauged by means of a posteriori error estimators.60–62 Thus, DGDFT combines the key
advantage of planewave basis sets in terms of systematic improvability with that of localized
basis sets in reducing basis set size. The DG framework for solution of the Kohn-Sham equa-
tions (as implemented in the DGDFT code) has been successfully used to study complex
materials problems involving many thousands of atoms.20,28,29
Despite the many successes of DGDFT in studying a wide variety of large-scale materials
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problems, a persistent issue has been to obtain the electron density from the discretized
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian in an efficient and scalable manner for large systems (i.e., systems
containing a thousand or more atoms). To address this issue, we have recently investigated
the use of Chebyshev polynomial filtered subspace iteration (CheFSI) within DGDFT.28
While this technique has the same asymptotic computational complexity as traditional diag-
onalization based methods (i.e., O(N3s ), with Ns denoting the number of Kohn-Sham states),
it has a substantially lower prefactor compared to the existing alternatives (based on direct
diagonalization using ScaLAPACK, for instance) within DGDFT. This stems from several
favorable properties of the discretized Hamiltonian matrix in DGDFT. These include: a small
dimension (e.g., a few tens times the number of atoms) which leads to lower linear algebra
operation costs, a relatively low spectral width which ensures Chebyshev polynomials of rel-
atively low order can be employed, and finally, an underlying block sparse structure which
ensures that matrix vector products can be carried out with high computational efficiency.
These features, along with the favorable parallel scalability of the DG-CheFSI approach have
allowed us to tackle systems containing several thousands of atoms in minutes of wall time
per SCF step on large-scale computational platforms.28
Our experience has shown that the limiting computational bottleneck in such large-scale
calculations using the DG-CheFSI approach turns out to be associated with the subspace
diagonalization and subspace rotation steps of the Rayleigh-Ritz process.28 In light of this
observation, we view the current contribution as one which directly confronts the computa-
tional bottlenecks associated with the above steps and replaces them with the complementary
subspace strategy based on an inner level of Chebyshev filtering. In particular, the factors
which lead to the success of the DG-CheFSI approach (i.e., favorable properties of the dis-
cretized Hamiltonian matrix, good parallel scalability of various operations, etc.) also ensure
that the two-level CheFSI based complementary subspace strategy performs with great ef-
ficiency when implemented within the DGDFT framework. We now outline some specific
implementation details of the above strategy within the DGDFT code.
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2.3.2 Implementation details
We highlight a few important details of the implementation of the two-level CheFSI based
complementary subspace strategy within DGDFT. The first concerns the manner in which
the code transitions from regular CheFSI based SCF iterations to the use of the comple-
mentary subspace strategy. As discussed in a previous section, the use of iterative solvers
to evaluate the topmost states of the projected Hamiltonian H˜ requires good initial approx-
imations in order to avoid excessive iterations. Consequently, in static (i.e., fixed atomic
positions) Kohn-Sham calculations, we first carry out about 4–5 SCF iterations using the
conventional CheFSI technique. The eigenstates of H˜ are computed directly by use of LA-
PACK or ScaLAPACK routines during these iterations. The Nt top eigenvectors from the
last conventional CheFSI iteration are subsequently used as the initial guess for the iterative
solvers in the first complementary subspace based SCF iteration. Furthermore, in case of
the two-level CheFSI strategy, the bounds for the inner-level Chebyshev polynomial filter
(i.e., the one used to compute the topmost states of H˜) are computed using the eigenvalues
evaluated in the previous (conventional CheFSI based) SCF step. Following this transition,
the topmost eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H˜ are always stored between SCF iterations
for use by the iterative solvers in subsequent SCF steps. During molecular dynamics or
geometry optimization runs, we have used the above methodology only during the first ionic
step. For subsequent ionic steps, the complementary subspace strategy is used exclusively
in every SCF iteration.
The second detail pertains to the parallelization aspects of the two-level CheFSI based
complementary subspace strategy. The parallelization strategies involved in the first-level
Chebyshev polynomial filter computation (i.e., the one associated with H) are described in
earlier work28. Parallelization of the various linear algebra operations associated with the
second level of CheFSI iterations are carried out with the use of PBLAS and ScaLAPACK
routines56–58. Accordingly, the various matrices involved in these computations are redis-
tributed over two dimensional block cyclic process grids. The various redistribution and
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parallel storage format interconversion routines (employing ScaLAPACK’s pdgemr2d rou-
tine or otherwise) did not consume more than one percent of the total time spent in the
complementary subspace strategy, even for the largest systems considered here.
Finally, the third detail pertains to the computation of the density matrix in DGDFT by
using Eq. 15. Since the supports of the ALBs are confined to individual DG elements, the
Hamiltonian matrix in DGDFT enjoys a block-sparse structure in which nonzero contribu-
tions arise due to an element and only its nearest neighbors.20,28 The (full) density matrix
enjoys this structure as well.20 As noted above, the real-space electron density that must be
updated in each SCF iteration only accumulates contributions from density matrix entries
that are associated with basis functions with overlapping support. These factors combined
imply that only the diagonal blocks of the density matrix are required in DGDFT when the
complementary subspace strategy is used to update the density in each SCF iteration. This
is a significant reduction in the number of operations relative to what a naive inspection
of Eq. 15 would suggest and it is one of the primary reasons for the success of the present
strategy within DGDFT.
The DGDFT code uses a two-level parallelization strategy implemented via Message
Passing Interface (MPI) to handle inter-process communication.20 At the coarse grained
level, the parallelism is based on domain decomposition and work is distributed among
processors by DG elements. Further, multiple processors are assigned to each element to
achieve the second, finer level of parallelism. The observations made above imply that
computation of the diagonal blocks of the density matrix incurs no communication between
processors associated with different elements as long as the matrix C˜F is available locally on
the processors working on a given element. Our implementation makes use of this observation
to achieve a good balance of memory storage requirements and parallel scalability of linear
algebra operations while working with the matrix CF. Once SCF convergence has been
achieved, the full density matrix (or, more precisely, all the nonzero blocks) needs to be
computed. The two-level parallelization strategy implemented in DGDFT ensures that this
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computation can be done efficiently in parallel with a small contribution to the overall wall
time.
Figure 1 depicts the various steps of the CS2CF strategy within DGDFT for a static
ground-state calculation. Table 1 summarizes the values of the various parameters used
within the strategy for such calculations.
Table 1: Values of various parameters used for the CS2CF strategy in ground-state calculations at typical
electronic temperatures. Note that, as suggested in previous work28,49, the first SCF step of a ground-
state calculation employs multliple (regular) CheFSI cycles (typically, 3 − 4) while starting from randomly
initialized wavefunctions.
Parameter Criteria used for selecting Value commonly used
parameter value in this work
Total no. of electronic Number of electrons Ne in system, 1.05×Ne/2
states (Ns) type of system (metal/insulator, etc.)
No. of top states (Nt) Type of system (metal/insulator, etc.) 0.1×Ns
Outer Chebyshev polynomial Spectral width of Hamiltonian H 30− 50
filter order (depends on type of atoms in system)
Inner Chebyshev polynomial Spectral width of projected Hamiltonian H˜, 4
filter order density of fractionally occupied states
No. of inner CheFSI Spectral width of projected Hamiltonian H˜, 4
cycles (using H˜) density of fractionally occupied states
No. of initial SCF steps Type of system (metal/insulator, etc.), 4− 5
using regular CheFSI nature of SCF convergence
3 Results and discussion
To demonstrate the accuracy, efficiency, and parallel scaling of the CS2CF methodology, we
apply it to five prototypical systems encompassing metals, semimetals, semiconductors, and
insulators, ranging is size from a few hundred atoms to over 27,000. The fundamental unit
cells (i.e., atomic configurations replicated to generate the various large systems examined
subsequently) of these systems are summarized in Table 2. The first system, referred to as
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Figure 1: Flowchart depicting the various steps of the CS2CF strategy within DGDFT for a ground-state
Kohn-Sham calculation. Note that Y is an Nb × Ns block of orthonormal vectors that spans the occupied
subspace of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian H as shown in Eq. 7. HDG denotes the Hamiltonian matrix in the
adpative local basis set used in DGDFT.
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Electrolyte3D, consists of a three-dimensional bulk lithium-ion electrolyte system originating
from the design of energy storage devices. Atoms of hydrogen, lithium, carbon, phosphorus,
oxygen, and fluorine, numbering 318 in total, are present in a single unit cell of this system.
It serves as a protoypical bulk disordered insulating system. The second, referred to as
SiDiamond3D, consists of atoms of crystalline silicon in the diamond structure, with 8 atoms
in the unit cell. Silicon is a well known semiconductor and, in its crystalline form, has an LDA
band gap of ∼ 0.6 eV. Thus, it tends to have a small number of fractionally occupied states in
Kohn-Sham calculations at room temperature. The third system, referred to as Graphene2D,
consists of a sheet of graphene for which the unit cell contains 180 carbon atoms. This serves
as a prototype for a two-dimensional semimetallic system. The fourth system consists of
atoms of lithium in a body centered cubic configuration with 16 atoms in the unit cell. We
will refer to this system as LiBCC3D. Finally, the fifth system consists of atoms of copper in a
face centered cubic configuration with 4 atoms in the unit cell. We will refer to this system as
CuFCC3D. The LiBCC3D and CuFCC3D systems serve as prototypical examples of simple
and more complex bulk metallic systems, respectively. To remove periodicities in larger cells
produced by replication, we added mild random perturbations to the atomic positions for
all the crystalline/periodic systems mentioned above, before using them in calculations.
Together, these five systems were chosen for their technological relevance as well as the
fact that KS-DFT calculations on large supercells based on these can be challenging. Addi-
tionally, the electronic properties of these systems cover a broad spectrum – this has helped
us ensure that the computational strategy presented in this work is able to deal successfully
with different kinds of materials systems, without any computational difficulties arising from
the physical nature of the system.
In order to work with larger system sizes, we have employed multiple unit cells of the
aforementioned five systems replicated along the coordinate axes. Thus, Electrolyte3D1×2×2,
for example, refers to a system in which the 318-atom unit cell has been replicated along Y
and Z directions to produce a 1272-atom bulk system; and similarly, Graphene2D2×2 refers
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Table 2: Unit cells of the systems considered in this work. The simulation results presented in Section 3
use supercells constructed by replicating these cells along coordinate axes to produce larger cells.
System Type No. of atoms Types of atoms No. of electrons ALBs per atom Representative image
in unit cell (elements) in unit cell in DGDFT of unit cell
Electrolyte3D Bulk, Insulating 318 C,H,F,Li,O 1104 40
SiDiamond3D Bulk, Semiconducting 8 Si 16 40
Graphene2D 2D, Semimetallic 180 C 360 20
LiBCC3D Bulk, Metallic 16 Li 48 35
CuFCC3D Bulk, Metallic 4 Cu 44 50
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to a graphene sheet containing 720 atoms.
We have used the local density approximation for the exchange-correlation functional
with a rational function parametrization63 of the correlation energy calculated by Ceperley-
Alder64. Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter63,65 and Optimized Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt
(ONCV) pseudopotentials66,67 are employed to remove inert core electrons from the computa-
tions. Whenever required, SCF convergence was accelerated by means of Pulay’s scheme68,69
and an electronic temperature of 300 K was used for Fermi-Dirac occupation. Additionally, a
Kerker preconditioner44,70 was employed to minimize charge sloshing while treating metallic
systems. The various discretization related parameters in DGDFT (specifically, the number
of ALBs per atom, DG penalty parameter, and fineness of real-space grid) were chosen such
that chemical accuracy could be attained26,27 (i.e., error in total energies and forces less than
10−3 Ha/atom and 10−3 Ha/Bohr, respectively, relative to reference planewave results). This
ensures that the calculations presented here are carried out at accuracies typical in practice.
We have typically employed 5% of extra states to accommodate fractional occupations
(i.e., Nx = 5% of Ne/2, or equivalently, Ns = 1.05×Ne/2). Unless specified otherwise,5 the
complementary subspace calculations used the topmost 10% of states, i.e., Nt = 0.1×Ns. For
calculations where LOBPCG was used to compute top states, 10 − 15 LOBPCG iterations
per SCF step were used. For calculations using the CS2CF strategy, the order of the inner
Chebyshev filter and number of inner CheFSI cycles were both set to 4. Other parameters
relevant to the CS2CF strategy were chosen according to the values shown in Table 1.
All calculations described here were performed on the Edison platform at the National
Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC) center. Edison has 5462 Cray XC30 nodes.
Each node has 64 GB of memory and 24 cores partitioned among two Intel Ivy Bridge
processors, running at 2.4GHz. Edison employs a Cray Aries high-speed interconnect with
Dragonfly topology for inter-node communication.
5In practice, for the cases considered here, these choices ensure that the states up to index N1 have
occupation numbers that differ from 1.0 by less than 10−10. In our experience, this is quite conservative,
since as long as accuracies of 10−7 or better are maintained with respect to occupation numbers, total
energies and forces do not change appreciably and SCF convergence is maintained.
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3.1 SCF convergence and accuracy
As a first test of the CS2CF methodology we first verified that it reproduces the results of the
standard CheFSI methodology (with full diagonalization of the subspace Hamiltonian) with
comparable SCF convergence. Accordingly, we first compared the SCF convergence behavior
of the complementary subspace strategy against the corresponding behavior of standard
CheFSI (as implemented in DGDFT) for a range of systems containing from 500 − 1272
atoms. Figure 2 shows that for all systems considered, the overall convergence behavior of
the complementary subspace strategy is comparable to that of standard CheFSI, as should
be the case since the methods are equivalent if eigenvectors are computed exactly. Also,
convergence of the complementary subspace strategy is comparable whether LOBPCG or
CheFSI is used for computing the top states of the projected Hamiltonian.
Next, we verified that when SCF convergence is reached (i.e., when the relative norm
of the electron density residual ‖ρout−ρin‖‖ρin‖ < 10
−6 and the energy per atom has converged to
5 × 10−6 Ha), the energy per atom and the atomic forces obtained by the complementary
subspace strategy are in agreement with the results obtained from the standard CheFSI
approach to well below discretization error (∼ 10−3 Ha/atom). Table 3 shows that for the
above systems, the energy per atom difference is on the order of 10−5 Ha or less while the
maximum difference in force components is on the order of 10−4 Ha/Bohr or less, an order
of magnitude or more below discretization error.
It is worth pointing out a difference between the scenario depicted in Fig. 2a and the
other cases shown in Fig. 2. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, it is not necessary to carry out
the subspace diagonalization step or its complementary subspace counterpart while treating
insulating systems (like the electrolyte considered in Fig. 2a). Hence, there is no distinction
between the LOBPCG and CheFSI based complementary subspace strategies in the case of
Fig. 2a, thus leading to the single curve for the complementary subspace strategy.
We note also the case of graphene shown in Fig. 2c. Semimetallic systems such as this tend
to have relatively few fractionally occupied states near the Fermi level at moderate electronic
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(a) Electrolyte3D1×2×2 system (1272 atoms).
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(b) SiDiamond3D5×5×5 system (1000 atoms).
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(c) Graphene2D2×2 system (720 atoms).
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(d) CuFCC3D5×5×5 system (500 atoms).
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(e) LiBCC3D4×4×4 system (1024 atoms).
Figure 2: SCF convergence of the complementary subspace (CS) strategy and standard CheFSI method
for systems considered in this work. The top states of the projected Hamiltonian H˜ can be computed using
LOBPCG as well as CheFSI (the CS2CF strategy) and results for both are shown.
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Table 3: Accuracy of complementary subspace (CS) strategy using LOBPCG and CheFSI (CS2CF) methods
to compute top states. Shown are energy per atom and force component differences from standard CheFSI
results. Differences are well below discretization error in all cases.
CS Strategy with LOBPCG CS Strategy with CheFSI
for top states for top states (CS2CF strategy)
System
Energy per atom Max. force component Energy per atom Max. force component
difference (Ha) difference (Ha/Bohr) difference (Ha) difference (Ha/Bohr)
Electrolyte3D1×2×2 5× 10−5 2× 10−4 5× 10−5 2× 10−4
SiDiamond3D5×5×5 4× 10−6 4× 10−5 2× 10−6 1× 10−5
Graphene2D1×2×2 7× 10−6 8× 10−5 9× 10−6 8× 10−5
CuFCC3D5×5×5 8× 10−6 9× 10−5 4× 10−6 7× 10−5
LiBCC3D4×4×4 7× 10−6 9× 10−5 5× 10−6 8× 10−5
temperature.71 Hence, it is possible to apply (finite electronic temperature) smearing to
such systems with fewer extra states in the calculation, thus reducing Ns. Furthermore, the
complementary subspace strategy can be made to use fewer top states, thus reducingNt. This
reduces computational effort without significantly impacting accuracy or SCF convergence.
As Fig. 2c shows, even with fewer extra and top states in the computation (specifically, the
CS2CF strategy usedNs = 1.025×Ne/2 rather than the usualNs = 1.05×Ne/2, andNt = 5%
of Ns), SCF convergence is not significantly affected. We also verified that the converged
energies and forces agreed with reference CheFSI results to well below discretization error.
As demonstrated in the next section, however, the computational gains from using fewer
states can be quite noticeable, especially for large systems.
3.2 Computational efficiency and parallel scaling
We now carry out a systematic comparison of the computational efficiency and parallel
scaling of the new CS2CF and standard CheFSI methodologies.
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In order to carry out the comparison, we investigate the wall time for the construction and
solution of the subspace problem for a number of large systems. Within the context of the
CheFSI or CS2CF strategies, this is the time spent in the sequence of computational steps
that lead to the diagonal blocks of the (full) density matrix, after the Chebyshev polynomial
filtered vectors given by the columns of Y have been computed using H. Therefore, this time
includes contributions from steps that are common to both standard CheFSI and CS2CF
strategies, such as orthonormalization of the Chebyshev polynomial filtered vectors (i.e.,
columns of Y ) and formation of the projected Hamiltonian H˜ = Y T (HY ) from the vector
blocks Y and Z = HY . Additionally, for the standard CheFSI method, it includes the
time spent on subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation steps. In contrast, for the
CSF2CF strategy, it includes the time spent on computing the top states of the projected
Hamiltonian (using the inner level of CheFSI on H˜), and any additional computation required
for evaluating the diagonal blocks of the density matrix (see Eq. 15). Thus, within the context
of the standard CheFSI or CS2CF strategies, the subspace problem construction and solution
wall time provides an estimate of the total wall time spent on every SCF step in (distributed)
dense linear algebra operations.
The systems considered for this comparison contain between 4, 000 and 27, 648 atoms and
between 23, 040 and 82, 944 electrons. In each case, an identical number of computational
cores were allocated to both methods6 and the ScaLAPACK process grids used were kept as
close to square geometries as possible. The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
From Figure 3 we see that for the large non-insulating systems considered here, the
CS2CF strategy is able to bring down the wall time for the subspace diagonalization and
subspace rotation steps in the standard CheFSI method by factors of 3.7–7.8. Additionally,
for the particular case of the Electrolyte3D3×3×3 insulating system, the CS2CF strategy
6As detailed in previous work28, the number of MPI processes allocated for construction and solution of
the subspace problem in DGDFT is typically set equal to the number of DG elements used in the particular
calculation. The results shown in Figures 3 and 4 were obtained following this practice. However, fewer or
more processors can be employed as needed. Accordingly, results in the following sections often use a larger
number of processors for the subspace problem to bring down wall times for larger-scale calculations.
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Figure 3: Wall times associated with solution of the subspace problem using standard CheFSI (subspace
diagonalization, subspace rotation, miscellaneous calculations) and new CS2CF (computation of top states
and miscellaneous calculations) strategies for a few large systems.
eliminates these steps altogether, and brings down the wall time by a factor exceeding 60.
This dramatic reduction of the wall times of key steps of the standard CheFSI method leads
us to expect that the overall subspace construction and solution time for these systems will
be reduced significantly as well. This expectation turns out to be correct. From Figure 4,
we see that the overall subspace problem construction and solution wall time is brought
down by a factor of ∼ 1.7 to 2.2. These computational wall time savings are particularly
significant in light of the fact that they occur on every SCF step. From the figure, it is also
evident that the overall savings due to the replacement of the subspace diagonalization and
subspace rotation steps by the corresponding CS2CF steps are most significant for systems
in which these steps are the largest contributors to the subspace problem wall time. For
the largest system considered here, i.e., LiBCC3D12×12×12 (27, 648 atoms, 82, 944 electrons),
the orthonormalization cost contributes to the subspace problem construction wall time in a
significant manner and so the overall savings due to the CS2CF strategy, while substantial
(∼5.7x reduction in the time spent on the subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation
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Figure 4: Wall times associated with construction and solution of the subspace problem for large systems
using standard CheFSI and new CS2CF methods. Total wall times and contributions of key steps are shown.
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steps, as shown in Fig. 3), are somewhat smaller (i.e., ∼1.7x reduction in overall subspace
problem wall time) compared to other cases in Figure 4.
In light of earlier comments (see Sections 2.2.2 and 3.1), it is worth pointing out the
computational benefits of using fewer extra and top states in the CS2CF strategy. As can be
seen in Figures 3 and 4b, on reducing the number of extra states (i.e., Nx), and consequently,
the total number of statesNs, the variations in wall times for the steps of the standard CheFSI
strategy are not particularly significant. However, lowering Nx also allows us to lower the
number of top states (i.e., Nt) in the CS2CF strategy, and this leads to a significant savings.
Specifically, as Figure 3 shows, the total wall time spent in the routines associated with the
CS2CF strategy decreases by more than a factor of 2 due to the value of Nt being halved.7
We also remark that while the above results demonstrate the computational advantages
of the CS2CF strategy for large systems, the strategy works equally well (i.e., in terms of
lower computational wall times) for smaller systems. For example, for a SiDiamond3D1×1×4
system (32 atoms, 64 electrons) we found that the CS2CF strategy was able to reduce the
(combined) subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation wall time to less than 0.001 s,
from ∼ 0.003 s. The dense linear algebra operations for both strategies were carried out
serially in this particular case. Hence, the CS2CF strategy appears to be a computationally
advantageous replacement for the standard CheFSI strategy for a wide range of system sizes
commonly encountered in Kohn-Sham calculations, as well as for sizes much larger.
Next, we examine the strong parallel scaling properties of the CS2CF strategy and con-
trast it with the standard CheFSI strategy. The parallel scaling properties of the polynomial
filter application step associated with H (that appears in both standard CheFSI and CS2CF)
have been detailed in previous work28 and is identical for both strategies. Thus, we focus
7Such a striking demonstration of the virtue of lowering Nx and Nt in the CS2CF strategy led us us to in-
vestigate the utility of employing alternate smearing schemes72. Our experience suggests that while Gaussian
and Methfessel-Paxton smearing73,74 schemes do indeed allow Nx and Nt to be lowered significantly (without
otherwise impacting SCF convergence or changing energies and forces beyond acceptable tolerances), the
parallel implementation of the CS2CF strategy sometimes suffers scalability and performance issues in these
cases (due to a suboptimal number-of-cores to problem-size ratio). We therefore retain Fermi-Dirac smearing
in the calculations that follow.
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on the subspace problem construction and solution steps here. Taking the LiBCC3D12×12×12
system as an example, we plot the strong scaling efficiency of the principal steps involved
in constructing and solving the subspace problem via the standard CheFSI and CSF2CF
strategies in Figure 5. We have used the data points corresponding to 810 computational
cores as the reference in this plot.
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Figure 5: Strong scaling efficiencies of key steps in the standard CheFSI and new CSF2CF strategies for the
LiBCC3D12×12×12 system. While the steps associated with CS2CF scale less well than those associated with
standard CheFSI, they yield a significantly lower wall time (by a factor of 5.4 for the case of 12, 960 processors
shown above). The steps common to both strategies scale somewhat better, reaching approximately 40%
strong scaling efficiency at 12, 960 processors in this case. The parallel scaling property of the polynomial
filter application step associated with H (which appears in both standard CheFSI and CS2CF) is identical
for both strategies and is not shown here (see previous work28 for details).
From the plot, we see that the strong scaling efficiency of the steps strictly associated
with the CS2CF strategy is somewhat worse than that of the steps associated with the
standard CheFSI strategy, though not markedly so. This is attributed to the fact that the
sizes of the matrices in the parallel dense linear algebra operations in the CS2CF approach
are significantly smaller than those arising in the standard CheFSI approach. Thus, the
PBLAS/ScaLAPACK routines do not parallelize as efficiently for the case of the CS2CF
strategy. However, the steps associated with the CS2CF strategy execute significantly faster
than their standard CheFSI counterparts — even for the case of 12, 960 computational cores,
the wall time associated with the CS2CF strategy turns out to be lower than that of the
standard CheFSI strategy by a factor of 5.4. Thus, we may conclude that it is preferable
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to use the CS2CF strategy regardless of the number of computational cores allocated to the
subspace problem.
It is also worth noting that the orthonormalization and projected Hamiltonian construc-
tion steps common to both strategies fare somewhat better in terms of strong scaling perfor-
mance (reaching approximately 40% strong scaling efficiency at 12, 960 computational cores
in this case). This suggests that it is worthwhile to allocate more computational cores to
these parts of the calculation since the wall time for these steps can be reduced significantly.
We employ this strategy in the large benchmark calculations presented in the next section.
3.3 Benchmark calculations on large systems
From the results presented above, it is clear that the CS2CF strategy is well suited for
bringing down the computational wall times of large-scale Kohn-Sham calculations. We
have already demonstrated28 the superior computational efficiency of the standard CheFSI
strategy within DGDFT compared to existing alternatives based on direct diagonalization
(using ScaLAPACK) and certain sparse-direct solution strategies (namely, PEXSI14,15,21).
Since the CS2CF strategy is successful in bringing down the wall times of the standard
CheFSI approach, it is the method of choice for large-scale calculations in DGDFT. To
demonstrate this, we display in Table 4 the wall time per SCF iteration for the large materials
systems considered above, when the CS2CF strategy is employed.8 For comparison, we
also show the corresponding wall times associated with direct diagonalization of the DG
Hamiltonian using ELPA75,76 — a state-of-the-art massively parallel eigensolver library.9
The ELPA eigensolver was made to use the same total number of computational cores as
the CS2CF strategy for all cases considered.
From the table we see that, with the ability to leverage large-scale computational re-
8In order to reduce the wall time associated with the subspace problem, we employed a larger number
of computational cores than used in Figures 3 and 4. Also, rectangular process grid geometries (instead of
nearly square ones) were used for carrying out parallel dense linear algebra operations.
9The interface to the ELPA library in DGDFT is provided through the ELectronic Structure Infrastructure
(ELSI) framework.77
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Table 4: SCF iteration wall times (in seconds, rounded to the nearest whole number) for large systems using
the CS2CF strategy in DGDFT. The contributions of key computational steps are also shown. In the third
and sixth columns, numbers in parenthesis indicate the numbers of processors used for subspace problem
construction and solution, and wall times for those operations, respectively. For comparison, corresponding
wall times associated with direct diagonalization of the DG Hamiltonian using the ELPA library75,76 are
also shown in the last two columns. ELPA was made to use the same total number of computational cores
as the CS2CF strategy.
System
No. of atoms Total computational cores ALB Hamiltonian CS2CF strategy Total SCF wall time Direct diagonalization Total SCF wall time
(No. of electrons) (cores used in subspace prob. ) generation update (subspace prob. time) via CS2CF strategy via ELPA via ELPA
[s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s] [s]
Electrolyte3D3×3×3 8, 586 (29, 808) 34, 560 (3, 456) 12 4 34 (19) 50 647 663
SiDiamond3D10×10×10 8, 000 (32, 000) 34, 560 (3, 456) 9 2 40 (24) 51 648 659
Graphene2D8×8 11, 520 (23, 040) 27, 648 (4, 608) 4 2 35 (27) 41 262 268
CuFCC3D10×10×10 4, 000 (44, 000) 30, 000 (3, 000) 20 9 75 (46) 104 199 228
LiBCC3D12×12×12 27, 648 (82, 944) 38, 880 (12, 960) 22 13 180 (165) 215 5844 5879
sources, the CS2CF strategy within DGDFT is able to tackle several bulk and nano systems
containing tens of thousands of electrons in less than a minute of wall time per SCF step.
In terms of the number of electrons in the system, the LiBCC3D12×12×12 case is the largest,
and even in this case, the DGDFT-CS2CF methodology is able to complete each SCF it-
eration in a little over 3.5 minutes of wall time. In contrast, the wall times required for
direct diagonalization of the DG Hamiltonian for these systems (via ELPA) are significantly
longer, with the reductions achieved by the CS2CF strategy exceeding a factor of 15 in some
cases. The direct diagonalization wall time appears to be the closest to that of the CS2CF
strategy for the CuFCC3D10×10×10 system (likely because the overall size of the DG Hamil-
tonian is smallest in this case); however, even in this situation, the CS2CF strategy appears
to be faster by a factor of ∼ 2.6. A comparison of the total SCF wall times between the
CS2CF and direct diagonalization strategies also highlights significant gains, with an overall
reduction factor of ∼ 13 or higher in some cases.
We reiterate that the wall times presented above pertain to discretization parameter
choices within DGDFT that lead to well converged (chemically accurate) energies and forces.
In our opinion, this is one of the key differences with earlier attempts at simulating such
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large scale metallic or semiconducting systems from first principles. To further highlight
this point, we employed the DGDFT-CS2CF methodology to carry out a 1.0-ps ab ini-
tio molecular dynamics simulation of the SiDiamond3D10×10×10 system initialized at 300 K
ionic temperature. We used the NVE ensemble and a time step of 2.5 fs for integrating
the equations of motion using the velocity-Verlet scheme42,78. We initialized the system by
randomly perturbing the positions of the silicon atoms in the SiDiamond3D10×10×10 config-
uration and assigning the atoms random velocities consistent with the initial temperature.
We then let the system evolve and equilibrate for 50 fs before collecting data for 400 ionic
time steps (i.e., 1 ps). To accelerate SCF convergence at each ionic step, we employed linear
extrapolation of the real-space electron density and SCF converged wavefunctions from one
ionic step were used as the starting point for the SCF iterations on the next ionic step.
Results from the simulation are shown in Fig. 6. The mean and standard deviation of the
total energy (i.e., kinetic energy of the ions + potential energy) are −3.96329 Ha per atom
and 4.8 × 10−6 Ha per atom, respectively. Additionally, the drift in total energy (obtained
using a linear fit) is less than 10−5 Ha/atom-ps. Thus, the scheme consistently produces
high quality atomic forces and, consequently, excellent energy conservation.10 The mean
ionic temperature during course of the simulation11 comes out to be about 274 K.
With the aid of the CS2CF strategy, the 1.0-ps ab initio MD simulation of the above
8,000-atom system can be carried out in ∼4.2 minutes per MD step, for a total of ∼28 hours
of wall time on 34,560 computational cores. From the earlier discussion in Section 3.2, it
is clear that doing a similar simulation without the use of the CS2CF strategy would have
been far more expensive computationally, if not infeasible due to resource constraints.
10 Although atoms in the system were randomly perturbed before the start of the simulation, the partic-
ularly small drift may be due in part to the fact that the system is a crystal in the near harmonic regime.
In other ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using the CS2CF strategy (involving the Electrolyte3D
system, for example) we have found larger drifts for typical discretizations. In any case, since, as shown in
Table 3, both energy and force errors associated with the CS2CF strategy are well below discretization error,
drift for a given MD step size is controlled by discretization rather than eigensolution strategy.
11During the course of molecular dynamics simulations using the NVE ensemble, it is usual for the system
to reach a mean temperature somewhat different from the initial temperature78.
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Figure 6: Results from 1.0-ps NVE ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of the SiDiamond3D10×10×10
system (8000 atoms, 16, 000 electrons) using the CS2CF strategy in DGDFT. Total energy is well conserved,
with a drift of less than 10−5 Ha/atom over the course of the simulation.
4 Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a novel iterative strategy for KS-DFT calculations aimed
at large system sizes, applicable to metals and insulators alike. Our CS2CF methodology
combines a complementary subspace (CS) strategy and two-level Chebyshev polynomial fil-
tering (2CF) scheme to reduce subspace diagonalization to just fractionally occupied states
and obtain those states in an efficient and scalable way, exploiting the limited spectral width
and extremal nature of the resulting eigenvalue problem. In so doing, the CS2CF approach
reduces or eliminates some of the most computationally intensive and poorly scaling steps
in large-scale Kohn-Sham calculations employing iterative solution methods. We showed
that the approach integrates well within the framework of the massively parallel discontinu-
ous Galerkin electronic structure method. Considering a variety of large systems, including
metals, semimetals, semiconductors, and insulators, we then demonstrated that the use of
the CS2CF strategy within the massively parallel DGDFT code allows us to tackle systems
containing tens of thousands of electrons within a few minutes of wall time per SCF iter-
ation on large-scale computing platforms. We found that the CS2CF strategy significantly
outperforms alternatives based on direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. In particular,
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the strategy makes possible ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of complex systems
containing many thousands of atoms within a few minutes per MD step, as we demonstrate
for bulk silicon.
With the use of the CS2CF strategy, the subspace diagonalization and subspace rotation
steps cease to be the dominant parts of the calculation. For the largest systems considered
here, the time for carrying out orthonormalization and forming the projected Hamiltonian
then start to contribute significantly. We aim to confront these next. Once again, our focus
will not necessarily be on lowering the computational complexity of these steps. Rather,
any procedure that can lower the prefactor and/or improve the parallel scalability of these
steps is likely be more effective in bringing down wall times in practice, without sacrificing
accuracy, thus pushing the envelope of ab initio calculations to larger, more complex, and
more realistic systems than feasible today.
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